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Introduction

What is soil health? It might seem a bit strange to attribute health to something
that is seemingly lifeless. Soils, however, are far from being just a non-living entity
as they house millions of organisms, from micro to macro. Humans —similarly to
most organisms (Berne et al, 2014)— depend deeply on soils, although most of us
might not be aware of it. In this section we would like to reflect on the meaning
of soil health, and its connection with today’s environmental demands and the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The section intends to boil down the concept
of soil health as it is present today, to connect it with the design directives we took to
build our proposition for the WUR student challenge.
To start with, soil health within the WUR student challenge is defined as ”the
capacity of a specific kind of soil to function, contributing towards achieving the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)”. We will stick with this definition, since a
formal definition lacks for the European Union. In the upcoming EU-wide program
Horizon Europe, however, one of the five missions prioritized reads ”Soil health and
food” (EU, 2020). This mission aims to ”provide a powerful tool to raise awareness on
the importance of soils, engage with citizens, create knowledge and develop solutions
for restoring soil health and soil functions”. Since the mission’s aim motivated WUR
student challenge, we used it together with the challenge’s definition of soil health
to render the design principles that guided us when we conceptualized the tool now
proposed in Section 2.
From the definition of soil health and the EU mission’s aim, the concept of soil
health can be thought of as a status which renders its capacity or incapacity to carry
out its designated functions. In this regard, seven soil functions has been identified by
the EU:
• biomass production, including in agriculture and forestry;
• storing, filtering and transforming nutrients, substances and water;
• biodiversity pool, such as habitats, species and genes;
• physical and cultural environment for humans and human activities;
• source of raw materials;
• acting as carbon pool;
• archive of geological and archeological heritage.
The list above demonstrates the EU concerns and recognition on the importance of
soils in several aspects of human and environmental well-being. By these means, the
EU recognises the crucial role of soils for the ecosystem. This echoes scientific concerns
(Keestra et al., 2015). In other words, our existence and way of life is tightly bound
to soils and we depend on them for several reasons not necessarily bound to soils as
source of food or raw materials. Therefore, we should safeguard the overall health of
2
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soils urgently to ensure the well-being for generations to come. Ensuring that soils are
healthy would only have beneficial consequences to society. In other words, securing
healthy soils would pave the way to improving the quality and leading to a better life.
Achieving the aim of the upcoming EU mission on soil health and food demands
to build ”a powerful tool” that must relate to all soil functions. Further, a sufficient
solution to the EU mission’s aim must involve a multidisciplinary approach in order to
cater to the multi-faceted nature of soil functions. In this regard, the ”powerful tool”
should be flexible enough to integrate or merge existing frameworks that have been
developed for a wide-range of related disciplines.
The EU mission aims to ”create knowledge and develop solutions” for soil health and
food. This presents an avenue to advance scientific research and to develop novel ideas
and enhance our knowledge on various disciplines. Reinforcing stakeholder involvement
is implicitly a requirement in order to transform these scientific knowledge into solutions
that will be relevant to society. The EU mission uses the verbs ”to create” and ”to
develop” to define its aim, which evoke the idea of potentiality and dynamic states.
The verb choice reinforces the idea of soil health as status, and thus it conveys another
requirement for the tool: it must be reusable for different statuses of soil health and
allow future re-assessments. Assessment of soil health should then follow a cyclical
pattern, and not a linear approach, such that new knowledge can be used to update
the status of soil health through new or repeat soil assessments. With all said, we set
out five design principles to lead our proposition:
• The tool should be applicable now, without further research;
• It should involve a multidisciplinary assessment, encompassing socio-ecological
factors as well as soil physical condition;
• It should collapse all the information into a one index easily understandable by
all actors, facilitating social engagement.
• Its use should diagnose knowledge gaps, and propose improvements;
• Its application should lead to an improved version of itself usable in subsequent
assessments.
Using this guidelines, we propose an integrated framework that builds on EU aspirations and combines existing methods to assess soil quality and societal perceptions
as a tool to measure overall soil health. We argue that this framework will be equally
beneficial to society, managers, policy makers, and the scientific community. The addition of a socio-ecological dimension, on top of soil quality assessment, will only result in
beneficial consequences for soil health and is therefore considered as the missing piece
in solving the challenging soil health puzzle.

3
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Integrated Soil QUality and Awareness Diagram
(iSQUAD)

We present a new framework which combines technical/scientific and societal dimensions for a complete assessment of soil health. This integrated approach will allow
active participation of different sectors and is seen to benefit all stakeholders. The
following sections provide a detailed description of the proposed framework. Two major elements —soil quality and societal perception assessments are first described since
they provide the building blocks for the proposed approach. Followed by a section
that describes how these two concepts can be connected within iSQUAD. The last
section lists examples of studies that were deemed to be naively fitting the proposed
framework.

2.1

Why do we need an integrated approach for soil health
assessment?

Similar to mental health, there are different facets of soil health. Such as in an assessment of medical health, different tests are needed in order examine the ”overall” health
of one person. In the last decades, an intangible aspect of one’s health, mental health
has taken some serious attention after being ignored or set aside from the long standing
frameworks for medical health assessment. Similarly, soil health needs to be treated in
an integrative approach. It is imperative to change the existing frameworks to include
other external dimensions to strengthen future methods for soil health assessment. We
propose that this can be done by integrating the scientific and societal dimensions for
soil health.
Soil and land management practices have been tightly connected with agricultural production and resource management (Bouma, 2002), including yield, greenhouse
gases, recycling of nutrients, amelioration or water cycle management. However, the
objective of sustainable land management (SLM) is to harmonize the goals of the sustainability pillars: environment, economic and social dimensions (Wood & Dumanski,
1994). While guaranteeing the access of present and future generations to the essential
land resources, SLM practices aim to meet, continuously changing, human needs (such
as agriculture or forestry).
The pillars of SLM are then the basic principles for the sustainable development
and the foundation for the practices of land managers and decision-makers. These
can be operationalized through different tools, frameworks, technologies, policies or
activities, with the purpose to achieve a balanced use of the land resources. In a SLM
approach, one pillar (environment, social and economic) cannot be prioritized over the
other, as they are intrinsically dependant on each other (Boyer, Peterson, Arora, &
Caldwell, 2016; Kidd, 1992). For example, the protection of a certain natural resource
should consider not only the economic consequences but as well the social acceptability
of measures. The definition and pillars have been field tested in several countries, and
they were judged to provide useful guidance to assess sustainability.
The lack of a comprehensive, quantifiable definition for SLM is sometimes consid-
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ered to be a serious deficiency. Yet, as argued by Gallopı́n (1995), a research model for
sustainability has to be more flexible and therefore less easy to quantify than a research
model for chemistry, physics, or classical agronomy. At the same time, use of indexes
to quantify SLM, while not fully comprehensible, have been widely successfully used
for many years now (Bierkens & Burrough, 1993). They can easily convey a message
to a multidisciplinary audience and contribute positively for awareness raising of key
aspects. Currently, most innovation in science is led by societal impact (Bornmann,
2013). However soil science, due to soil system complexity, still needs to improve quite
significantly the perception and understanding that society has towards the functions
and importance of soil.
As soil health is then the status in which a soil can perform or not its functions, it
is a concept that can be easily understandable by a broader audience. The focus on the
capacity to perform well or not is easily graspable, whereas understanding the value of
a quantifiable indicator can heavily depend on technical knowledge for interpretation.
Therefore, having an integrated approach that can combine the knowledge from soil
quality with societal perception is key for performing better SLM practices.

2.2

On the need to expand the soil quality concept

Researchers and managers have chased a silver hammer to convey soil value and potential in a ”one fit all” index for decades. In this regard, the concept of soil health is not
new and can be traced back to 1960s when the idea of ”soil capability” aroused. The
idea of soil capability mutated along the last decades, expanding to soil quality and
now to soil health. We would like in this section to explore the connections between
those closely related terms, setting the grounds for a what-is-new discussion in the
following sections.
Back in 1961 the Soil Conservation Service of the US Department of Agriculture
(USDA) published a handbook introducing the land capability concept. The idea
behind it was to summarize soil properties by creating interpretative groupings ”to
make possible broad generalization based on soil potentialities, limitations in use, and
management problems” (Klingebiel and Montgomery, 1961). The concept targeted
primarily productive lands and, with such a scope, it was strongly connected with productivity as understood by agronomists. In a nutshell, the USDA concept aggregated
soil units in an index from 1 to 8 according to their capability to produce common
crops and pastures without deterioration over an extended period. It comprised both
productivity potential and sustainability in one index intended for decision making.
However, the connection with soil loss was abstract and it lacked other components
to escalate the concept’s use beyond crops to other productive schemes, such as tree
orchards or forestry.
Due to these limitations, the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) expanded
the soil capability concept broadening its scope and deepening the connection between
soil potential, use, and sustainability (FAO, 1976). Mostly, FAO simplified the index
binding it with the universal soil loss equation (USLE, USDA, 1965). By these means,
FAO made tangible the connection between soil erosion and soil capability. They used
a new term; land suitability, defined as ”the fitness of a given parcel of land for specific
5
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uses”. This new term was also a new index, useful for agronomist to evaluate the
viability of a given project. What was lost, however, was the independence of the
index from the crop produced (specific uses), and its applicability at a broad scale
(given parcel ). The FAO framework expanded worldwide, and it is used until today to
plan either land conservation strategies at basin scale (e.g. AbdelRahman and Arafat,
2020) or the placement of a given crop within a region (e.g. Sobczyński et al., 2020).
However, erosion is only one way of soil loss, and soil scientists and land managers
knew it. In the 1990s a new term was born by the hand of the Dutch government:
soil quality (see Howard, 1993 for a comprehensive narrative of the term origins).
Although at the beginning it held a blurry definition, ”soil quality” was understood as
the capacity of a soil to function within ecosystem and land use boundaries. Moving
away from its erosion constrains, the new index had to deal with summarizing several
soil quality indicators. This was a titanic work, as each indicator had to be defined
along with a method to aggregate all indicators into the final index.
After a few years, the USDA offered one of the first frameworks to assess soil quality
(USDA, 2001). In it, they recognised that ”soils vary naturally in their capacity to
function; therefore, quality is specific to each kind of soil”. With such a premise, they
had to drop the idea of a one fit all index considering it was impossible to achieve.
They offered a method that used a subset of indicators for a given productive scheme
to suggest best management practices for that given situation. It was not, therefore, an
instrument for planning as much as it was an instrument for agronomists (e.g. Andrews
at al., 2004).
Land managers had to apply the soil quality concept in a different way for it to
be useful for planning in a broader geographical scale. They persisted in the idea
of producing one final index that, once plotted in a map, would facilitate decision
making. The approach that dominated was to combine the indexes using a weight
function (Smith et al., 1993). The problem was, however, that the weigh function had
to be defined for a certain area, as indicators’ relevance change along with the physical
environment that surrounds production (Oluwatosin et al., 2006). Moreover, to train
a model, modelers needed a variable to regress, and they took crop yield as it was the
best candidate. This represented an additional problem since they needed a standard
way to represent yield. Although one way could be to use one (standard) crop, this
approach is inconvenient as it can be applicable only at local scale where one crop
dominates the market. This counteracts the intended purpose of use soil quality in a
broader geographical context. Despite its limitations, this is the most common solution
to date (see de Paul Obade and Lal, 2016 and de Paul Obade 2019).
Both approaches to present soil quality persist to date, and governments actively
push them forward (see Karlen et al., 2019). However, they place the focus in productivity and cannot be used where land does not produce (direct) income. They are good
indexes for managers to decide whether a practice would be beneficial and optimize
sustainable production. However, they do not provide a tool for planning since they
do not convey other relevant soil functions, such soils as physical and cultural environment for humans and human activities. In this regard, the integration of society
to land management stands as a standalone discipline that deals the most with rural
development and neglects a quantitative connection with soil quality. Here is where
6
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we would like to give our contribute.
Although the concept of soil quality is not new, we believe that future endeavours
should expand the concept beyond its traditional link with productivity. It is now
known that soils carry a variety of functions for society, and is not necessarily restricted
to agricultural productivity. The new index should reflect this knowledge. Anyhow, the
accumulate knowledge on soil quality should be the corner stone of a new and extended
soil health framework. A framework that should encompass different soil functions.
As we review, the improvement of soil quality is not a trivial task. A framework
that considers all soil functions while provides single numerical values to guide decision making might be only a dream. However, it can be —and surely is for the EU
mission— placed as a final goal. A goal that demands continuous efforts to improve
how we measure. In this regard, we believe that focusing on societal engagement and
assessment of societal perceptions is one of the directions that need to be taken in this
expansion of soil health towards other —non-productive— soil functions, as this will
have positive cascading impacts for the improvement of the future environmental and
human well-being.

2.3

On the challenges of societal perception assessment

Public perception describes the general appreciation, or lack thereof, of certain (environmental) issues that have direct or indirect impacts to society. Assessment of public
perception can also reveal different perspectives of stakeholders or groups based on
aspects that they deem is of most value. Consequently, public perception assessment
identifies and highlights key variables that are potentially useful for researchers or
policy-makers in addressing and identifying effective solutions.
Data on public perception are commonly obtained from detailed and targeted surveys that aim to extract information with specific goal in mind. Statistical methods
are applied to the survey’s results that identify important variables underlying the specific issue. Some of the techniques include using AHP, multivariate statistics or PCA
analysis.
Measurement of public perception has been applied to medical, environmental and
societal issues. For example, perceptions of behaviour or public reaction during an
influenza’s pandemic uncovered key variables that helped evidence-based decisions for
both health experts and policymakers (Rubin et al, 2014). Within the energy industry,
public perceptions for the natural gas industry uncovered that residents in areas with
mature natural gas industry had more negative perceptions than those living in a n
area where it is less established (Theodori, 2012). In ecological management, public
perceptions about non-native evasive plant species in the Netherlands was investigated
van Brugge et al. (2013) in relation to perceived risk, control and engagement. They
concluded that lay public perceptions of non-native species have to be put in a wider
context of visions of nature in order to gain public support for invasive species management. In the topic of climate change, a study conducted by Semenza et al (2008)
indicated that while the awareness about climate change is virtually universal, they
found that there are several cognitive, behavioural, and structural obstacles to voluntary mitigation. Individual-level mitigation can be a policy option under favourable
7
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contextual conditions, as these results indicate, but must be accompanied by mitigation
efforts from industry, commerce, and government.
Arguably, assessment of public’s perception of soil health is less commonly determined. Although soil and environmental scientists have extensively shown the importance of soils to society, public perceptions of it is largely underrepresented. the
scientific community In this regard and since soil functions are not limited to productivity, public perceptions assessments about soils should target all soil functions.
This may be one of the key factors for overcoming the difficulty of assessing or further
improving methods developed for soil health assessment. The lack of public concern
about the on-going soil degradation is hindering science and policy makers in advancing
the development of programs and research targeted to improve soil health assessment.
After all, relevant scientific research with large societal impacts is one of the drivers future scientific endeavours. The grand challenge, therefore, is to obtain a comprehensive
assessment of society’s perspective of the overall levels of soil health.

2.4
2.4.1

iSQUAD matrix
How the framework works

Simply put, iSQUAD is a simple matrix that is used to connect the concepts of soil
quality and societal perceptions for soil health assessment. We propose that results
or outcomes from these two separate aspects need to be simultaneously addressed in
order to arrive at a strategy for managers who are responsible for decision-making and
implementation. The iSQUAD framework does not hinder or becomes incompatible
with current frameworks. Its purpose is to build on existing knowledge and to integrate different dimensions. As most soil quality assessments rely solely on technical
and/or performance data, the perception that society has over soil has been residual.
Therefore, the iSQUAD framework is a two-dimensional matrix that aims to be easily
and reliably understood by a wide range of stakeholders, including the general public
(Figure 1).
The iSQUAD matrix operability is dependent on 2 concepts: (1) two-dimensional
matrix and (2) use of categorical values. The first is displayed in the axis of the matrix and provides a quantified assessment of the soil health/quality and soil perception
by the local stakeholders. These axis can be based on established frameworks and
known methodologies to assess soil quality and perception. However, in order to fit the
iSQUAD framework, values should be categorical variants. The use of categorical variants allows to compare the performance of both axis and facilitates the communication
with stakeholders. Ideally, the approach should be based on quantifiable methods, but
one can be applied even without a quantifiable methodology and used to place case
studies within each quadrant (Figure 1). Making an effort to use the quadrants as reference from the starting point can help identify suitable actions to focus on and define
target goals to ameliorate the current status. One example can be selecting adjusted
activities that promote soil quality improvement for a community that is already motivated to preserve soil quality (moving from quadrant 4 to quadrant 1). The matrix’s
quadrants are the following:

8
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Figure 1: iSQUAD matrix for soil quality and societal perception assessment.
Low awareness and low soil quality. This is the worse quadrant, where the
case study has low soil quality indexes and society does not acknowledge soil’s relevance
(and therefore, little community initiative can be expected). In this situation, there
should be adopted mixed solutions that promote soil quality improvement and engage
society in those activities. Local governments are the most likely entities to take the
lead in this situation as local community might be little empowered to start their own
soil quality improvement initiatives. Using regulatory policies that protect soil might
be effective on the protection of sensitive areas and help increase awareness of those
areas’ relevance.
Low awareness and high soil quality. This is a good scenario as solutions
should focus on awareness raising and monitoring as soil quality is already in good
condition. Improving society awareness of soil’s relevance might contribute to reduce
costs on the long run with hard regulatory measures. Transparency and communication
of monitoring results can play a key function in the promotion and education of the
community towards the soil relevance.
High awareness and low soil quality. In this quadrant there is an urgent need
to act rapidly towards improving soil quality, as high levels of society awareness towards
the soil relevance might lead to discontent towards decision makers. Solutions in the
scenario might focus on the empowerment of society to implement individual activities
(reducing the burden of local authorities) through, for example, subsidizing or support
to local initiatives. At the same time, transparency of progress is key to maintain
society trust and motivation.
High awareness and high soil quality. This scenario is the ideal scenario where
soil quality is already good and the community is aware of its importance. Nevertheless,
9
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there should be actions that stimulate society motivation and engagement, for example,
through monitoring initiatives and open communication.
2.4.2

Dynamic soil health assessment with iSQUAD

Since soil health is considered as a status, implying its dynamic nature, a dynamic
framework is needed to monitor changes through time because health can degrade or
improve, depending on how it is being treated within the community. Regular ”checkups” are necessary to ensure that soils are still able to carry out societal and ecological
functions. We can think of soil health assessment as a cycle with three important
stages (Figure 2): assessment, decision-making, and action and implementation. The
assessment step requires that soil quality and societal perception assessments to be
presented together for a comprehensive treatment of soil health, as shown in Section
2.4.1. This stage requires active participation of both research institutes and society
to gather sufficient data on soil health. The data will help researchers gain new knowledge about the status of soil health, and together with managers, they can formalize
the new regulations or changes in existing ones within the decision-making step. Implementation of these regulations requires a tight cooperation between managers and
society, because it is in this stage that the actual changes will take place. Both society
and managers play major role in ensuring that the results from scientific assessments,
which are translated to rules and regulations are strictly implemented to necessitate
improvement in soil health.

Figure 2: Cyclical soil health assessment showing the activities and which sectors of
society are highly involved for each step.
3 illustrates the activities and information flows at each stage of a soil health assessment. At the initial stage of soil health assessment, a multitude of activities and
datasets from different fields of research will be carried out and obtained. All these will
be condensed into a few or a single qualitative or quantitative measure for soil health
This step involves processing and integration of all information previously gathered and
may require several iterations before suitable and applicable measures of soil health are
derived. For the implementation stage, the amount of activities and information that
will develop based on the soil health measures derived will again equal that of the initial
10
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assessment stage. The regulations created can be as diverse as the methods identified
to apply them in society.

Figure 3: Information flow for each step in a soil health assessment.
A dynamic soil health assessment is at the core of the proposed iSQUAD framework.
Each stage of the cycle described above is incorporated within the framework (Figure
1). First, to arrive at a soil health category, assessments of both soil quality and societal
perceptions should be carried out. Once the overall soil health status or category is
known, the suitable actions related to each category are identified. Although currently,
the actions listed for each of the quadrants in Figure 1 are broadly-defined, these
should be tailor made for each area or community. These actions will then serve as
guides to managers so that the necessary actions can be implemented. By these means
the iSQUAD framework can adapt to different scenarios with different requirements.
Depending on the scale of the problem and solutions sought, the time frame from
assessment to implementation can take a few years. At some future time, re-evaluation
of the status of soil health should take place to check if the goals set in the previous
assessment stage has been fulfilled.

2.5

Examples

In this section we offer a naı̈ve implementation of the proposed framework to assess soil
health. Naturally, since the framework we propose has not been implemented by any
study so far, we have forced some studies to fit within the framework. The exercise’s
purpose is merely illustrative. It illustrates how, using current knowledge, the concept
behind the framework could be applied by policy-makers and land managers to define
priorities to improve soil health. Because of the naı̈ve character of the proposed examples, we stopped after choosing a quadrant for each given example without venturing
to propose action measures. Considering the limitations stated, Table 1 provide two
examples per quadrant. The ”reference” column leads to the original publication using
a direct link.
11

Category Reference
Farmers’
knowledge,
perceptions and management of chili pepper
anthracnose disease in
Bangladesh. Islam et al.,
2020

Summary
• This study focuses on the problem of farmer’s limited
knowledge about the identity of plant diseases, transmission pathways and appropriate management methods in
chili farms;
• Results highlight that majority of the farmers are unaware
of the fungal disease and almost all of them do not know
how it spreads;

Soil quality

Perception

Soils
are
highly productive
in
this area of
Bangladesh.

Farmers
overuse
agrochemicals leading
to soil pollution.

The
forest
has a high
soil quality
but
suffers
from
anthropic
pressures.

Population
disregard the
connection
between
forest conservation
and wellbeing.

TERRApist

Table 1: Examples —Ongoing soil health assessments in iSQUAD.

• Capacity building to deal with diseases will improve chili
productivity and the income and health of farmers.

12

Benefits over Threats:
Understanding
Community’s Motivation to
Participate in Restoration
Initiatives in Gunung
Leuser National Park,
Sumatra. Khatimah et al.
2019

• The study is about the restoration efforts in one of Indonesia’s most important conservation sites (GLNP) where a
large extent of land is degraded because of human activity;
• Results indicate that people living on these sites do not
perceive any relations between forests, their livelihood, and
threats due to deforestation;
• Participants of the restoration initiatives were primarily
driven by the opportunity to get additional income and
improve their welfare.

iSQUAD

Category Reference
Participatory agroforestry
development for restoring
degraded sloping land in
DPR Korea. Xu et al.
2012

Summary
• The study analyzed long-term bottom-up agroforestry development processes influencing national policies today in
Korea;
• Broad support for agroforestry practices has now emerged
within government ministries and research universities;

Soil quality

Perception

Soils in sloping
lands
have recovered from a
dire past

Different actors are involved pushing forward
agroforestry.

Soils
are
highly productive
in
this area of
Germany.

Farmers do
use
conservation
practices
based
on
ecosystem
services.

Soils
are
eroded
by
poor management
practices,
a situation
that worsens
every year.

Farmers
unawareness
worsens the
problem
as they do
not
align
with public
actions.

TERRApist

Table 1: Examples —Ongoing soil health assessments in iSQUAD.

• Further development will require increased engagement relevant agencies, while the social dimensions of participatory
agroforestry continue to provide rich learning.

13

Farmers
consideration
of soil ecosystem services (ES) in agricultural
management-A case study
from Saxony, Germany.
Dietze et al. 2019

• This paper presents a theoretical framework based on (ES)
is likely established in agricultural practices and policies in
Germany;

Bridging the gap of perception is the only way
to align soil protection actions. Salhi et al. 2020

• The study investigates the importance of societal perception in solving land degradation issues;

• Although the terminology for ES differs from research, authors found that there is inherent knowledge about ES in
agriculture and farmers implement various ES in agricultural management.

• The first and most difficult step to face soil degradation
is to cultivate the right idea and develop it into a wellestablished community culture;
• Confused perception of ideas results in inappropriate labor
behaviors non-aligned with public actions;

iSQUAD

• A gradual change of perception and involvement based on a
time-consuming culture of assimilation and acceptance will
pave the wat to coordinated and aligned actions.

Category Reference
Perceptions of integrated
crop-livestock
systems
(ICLS) for sustainable
intensification
in
the
Brazilian Amazon. Cortner et al. 2019

Summary
• The study examines local perspectives of ICLS to better
illuminate what might guide farmers’ decisions to adopt
agricultural intensification strategies in Brazil;
• Results indicate that existing adopters perceived ICLS as
a beneficial strategy for increasing the economic value and
competitiveness of their farm, while most non-adopters did
not;

Soil quality

Perception

Poverty provokes
and
increase in
ecosystems
anthropic
pressure.

Lack
of
education
impedes the
adoption of
preventive
measures.

The
land
undergoes a
degradation
process.

Improving
perception
motivates
actions.
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Table 1: Examples —Ongoing soil health assessments in iSQUAD.

• There is a strong need to employ a more diverse set of
policy tools (e.g. education programs) that can support
intensification and help create a climate of innovation.

14

Adoption of technologies that enhance soil
carbon sequestration in
East Africa. What influence farmers’ decision?
Ng’ang’a et al. 2020

• The study sets out to understand factors that influence the
adoption of technologies that enhance soil carbon sequestration among smallholder farmers in Kenya and Ethiopia;
• The results show that positively perceived net benefits of
the soil carbon enhancing technologies were more likely to
adopt such technologies that enhance soil carbon sequestration;
• Interventions aimed at addressing specific factors such
as inadequate skills and knowledge, change in perception
among farmers, and off-farm income are likely to have the
greatest impact in deciding to adopt soil carbon enhancing
practices.

iSQUAD

Category Reference
How to improve the adoption of soil conservation
practices?
Suggestions
from farmers’ perception
in western Sicily. Fantappie et al. 2020

Summary
• The study focuses on farmers’ perception about the value of
natural resources in agricultural management din Western
Sicily (Italy), which is one of the most important agricultural areas of Europe and is affected by soil degradation
processes;
• Farmers revealed an inclination to perceive the production
benefits and management benefits, stronger than the environmental and aesthetic ones;

Soil quality

Perception

The
land
undergoes a
degradation
process.

Farmers
perceive the
benefits
of
good management
practices.

TERRApist

Table 1: Examples —Ongoing soil health assessments in iSQUAD.

• Effective profitability was the main efficient stimulus to the
adoption of SCP, much larger than farmers’ ecological attitudes, or the presence of subsidies.
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Discussion –SWOT analysis of the framework

We conceptualized the discussion as a SWOT matrix. This analysis coveys the Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of the framework we proposed. To do the analysis, we first schematized the framework’s stages and interactions as shown in Figure 2
and Figure 3. Figure 4 presents the framework’s SWOT matrix. Afterwards, we reflect
on the predicted impacts for the stakeholders using the iSQUAD framework.

Figure 4: SWOT matrix for the proposed framework. Each point should be read as
”The framework. . . ”. The discussion of the report was articulated around this analysis.

3.1

Strengths

The framework’s strongest facet is that policy makers and land managers can start
applying it since the beginning of its proposal. This is a key difference that separates
the ”soil health” concept from its predecessors: soil quality, and land capability. So far,
the development and proposition of concepts aiming soil status assessments supposed
long research stages that delayed their application. Scientific committees have had to
propose and evaluate long lists of indicators and criteria to select them to make possible
the assessment of soil quality at any location (de Paul Obade, 2019). Our framework
bridges this gap, as it builds on concepts already established and common to land
managers. Although it might not have a strong numerical output at the beginning, it
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can be applied as an qualitative interpretation from an early stage in ongoing socialecological situations (see Section 2.5 for examples of this use).
Because the framework proposed extends current methods, it combines technical
and social aspect of soils in their role of physical support of terrestrial ecosystems. The
framework takes this idea from the concept of social-ecological systems (SEs) well stablished in ecosystem sciences. Ecosystem scientists have implemented the SEs concept
for more than 20 years along which the concept has gained more and more users (Colding et al., 2019). In its progression, the implementation of SEs has become from a mere
abstract exercise to an output that makes scenario analysis and modelling possible (e.g.
Janssens de Bisthoven et al., 2020). In its essence the SEs concept does not stablish a
simplistic framework, but rather exposes the high complexity of its components (Ostrom, 2007). The motivation behind such unorthodox approach —traditionally, users
favour small models (see Baartman et al., 2020)— lies in the empirical observation
that reductionist dynamics give a misleading representation of how social-ecological
systems work (Levin et al. 2012). Our framework takes all the knowledge about SEs
and re-purposes it to soil sciences, but with one difference: it preserves complexity
but has pivotal interpretation node that allows the different specialists involved in the
assessment (e.g. land managers, the policy makers) to plan and prioritize strategies
to improve soil’s socio-ecological condition (see Fig 3). The requirement to work with
different specialists gives our framework another considerable strength. Empirical evidence suggests that multidisciplinary approaches respond adequately when situations
involve the interaction of different actors (Jaillot et al., 2020). In its intended application, the framework will allow the involvement of different disciplines in the assessment
of soil health, adjusting the participating disciplines according to the situation’s intrinsic characteristics. Specialists of each discipline will provide priorities and indicators
in a nested fashion, that will be collapsed by land managers in the final index. By this
means, the soil health assessment presents itself as a standalone and unique multidisciplinary indicator that summarizes the ongoing situation and held —in its internals—
guidelines on how to improve on each contained discipline.
As a summary of an ongoing situation, our framework recognises soil health as a
dynamic state. By these means, it provides a tool to assess temporal improvements
while it allows a priori evaluations of tentative measures by scenario analysis. The
opportunity to evaluate the impacts of possible measures saves time and efforts, since
it prioritizes actions by cost or positive outcomes (Jerves-Cobo et al., 2020; Lemma et
al., 2019). Policy managers could use this information at a larger geographical scale to
orient goals and set actions.
Finally, when the output of the framework is interpreted in its descriptive form
(i.e. in which quadrant a soil is given its social-ecological context) the framework
allows to compare soil in different environments regardless its productive, economic,
or ecosystem scenario (Section 2.4.2). We expect that policy-makers use the most this
index’s facet, as it allows prioritizing at a broad geographical scale. One of the draw
backs of prior indexes as we discussed in Section 2.2 is that they are tied to a specific
crop-production scenario, or productivity as net worth. Our framework bridges that
gap as it provides common ground way of comparing —through a four-level ranking—
the threats and to-dos of soils even if they are placed in contrasting scenarios.
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Weakness

Within the proposed framework, the assessment of soil health is presented as a situation that is characterized by combinations of technical and societal assessment of
soil health. As an output, a descriptive characterization of soil health is presented
rather than a quantitative measure. Although a unique numerical value —as a x,y
coordinate— can be reached for a particular area, the number will remain meaningless for large (geo)scale comparisons. In this regard, to offer a descriptive framework
might find some resistance from scientists and some technical managers has their preference lies commonly in numerical values. Even for small areas, where the comparison
between numerical values might have meaning, iSQUAD does not offer in its first implementations numerical outputs. This is because achieving a single numerical value
for soil quality or societal perception is not a trivial task (see Section 2.2 and Section
2.3). Therefore, the implementation of iSQUAD is threaten as its requires to cover
knowledge gaps that nowadays hinder the possibility to summarize both soil quality
and societal perception to a single numerical value.
Comparison of soil health may result in location-specific assessments because demographic and socio-economic factors may influence society’s perceptions of soil. Similarly, soil quality indicators are, at present, not standardized globally. A unified framework incorporating different soil functions in assessing soil quality, and not only focusing on productivity, is one big hurdle that needs yet to be surpassed.
However, although a numerical measure for soil health is not yet achieved in the
proposed framework, its utility for scientists and policy makers is undeniable. Each
of the quadrants in the proposed soil health framework already enables soil health
assessment which also allows identification of possible activities that will improve or
maintain the current rating.

3.3

Opportunities

There are major opportunities to be considered in the adoption of this framework.
In particular, the main opportunity identified is the possibility to contribute for a
better understanding of the value and functions that soil has. Soil still has a residual
understanding within society about its value and functions, however, the true societal
awareness is hard to grasp and can only be indirectly estimated. This framework would
add immensely to a better understanding of the gap that needs to be addressed by soil
scientists and decision makers, while at the same time would contribute positively for
a better understanding of soil perception.
Most of current soil quality assessments frameworks are based on productivity and
agricultural performance (see previous explanation on 2.2), however, recent efforts
have been made to further improve the current frameworks beyond the existing scientific knowledge (Bornmann, 2013). For example, the development of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) framework by the United Nations has identified some gaps
regarding the soil contribution. In this regard, this proposed framework not only can
provide a positive input but it is introduced in a good timing frame.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) is a framework that aims to develop measurable
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performance of a particular activity or organization. While its origin is traditionally
linked to the performance measurement of business, due to its flexibility and ease to
communication, it has become more relevant for several organizations, such as local
governments. The focus on categorical values in this framework makes it possible to
link soil quality and health with KPIs of local organizations and, therefore enhance the
transparency and performance of those organizations.
The use of categorical values in this framework is an added value to this framework
as it makes it flexible enough to integrate different already existing scientific frameworks. There are several existing scientific frameworks that are well established and
supported and the aim of our framework is to build on existing knowledge and further
explore only missing knowledge gaps.

3.4

Threats

The proposed framework for soil health requires strong collaboration with different
scientific fields. Researchers in both social and soil sciences need to overcome scientific
and technical boundaries in order to harmoniously investigate different aspects of soil
health. However, this potential drawback is only foreseen at the initial stages of collaboration. Nevertheless, it could potentially threaten the development of an integrated
soil health assessment approach. Active participation and enthusiasm from researchers
in different scientific fields are necessary in order to secure the success of the proposed
framework.
As mentioned previously as one of the weaknesses identified for the soil health
framework, assessment of soil quality and perception are, by themselves, already complex tasks. Research of soil quality has been for more than two decades (e.g. NRC,
1993) and is still continuously being developed and expanded over the years including, but not limited to, RUSLE (Renard et al., 1991), Cornell soil health assessment
(Moebius-Clune, et al., 2017) , and Landmark project (Landmark, 2020). These are
testaments to the large scope and scale of soil quality assessment. The complex assessment of soil quality may potentially result in a undirected endeavour if the current and
future frameworks are not harmonized.

3.5
3.5.1

Impacts —How will our approach impact all stakeholders
Policy makers

This approach can have a significant contribute to the relevance of soil in the process of decision making. While decision makers are mainly involved as end users, the
framework is designed to increase its adoptability by different types of stakeholders
and decision makers. Decision making is a broad capacity that should consider the
complexity of one system (such as economic, environmental and social and political
implications), regardless of the scale of case study (local, regional or national). This
framework focuses not only on the soil quality/health but also considers soils’ societal
perception —essential information in the process of decision making.
The success of the decision making depends on the transparency and the efficiency in
the interpretation of the complex system. This framework is constructed to be a strong
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communication and interpretation tool. The focus on 4 quadrants and categorical
values has a double added value for the decision makers. On one hand, it makes
possible for different type of users to easily enact and operate the framework. The
decision making stakeholders are normally people with multiple different background
and different understanding of other disciplines methodological tools and knowledge.
The use of categorical values is then an advantage over precise quantitative values has
it removes technical interpretation of the values significance. On the other hand, the 4
quadrants framework is strong communication tools. The process of decision making
is dependent of the transparency and communication to build trust. This framework
makes use of the quadrants to better interpret ideal or less ideal situations and makes
recommendations based on the decision goals (moving or keeping each case study in
the quadrants). Therefore, the framework is well suited to be used as a communication
tools with a with audience.
3.5.2

Researchers

In its first stage, the implementation of our framework will involve, above all, research.
The construction of indexes that convey societal perception of soils should be one
of the core activities of soil scientists who should work together with experts on other
disciplines. Considerable efforts should be made at this stage to transfer the knowledge
accumulated when the soil quality index was developed. Since our framework builds
on concepts already developed, this knowledge transfer is crucial. Integrating and
transferring what is known about social-ecological systems will be also an important
task.
After its implementation and adoption, the research community will have a tool that
will allow the assessments of soil health at a global scale. This is a powerful outcome for
scientists, as soil health will serve as an instrument to understand the interconnection
of different processes and propose new, undiscovered ways to prevent soil loss. To
understand the importance of such a tool, we could revisit what happened with soil
erosion and the universal soil loss equation (USLE), to predict what could happen with
the soil health framework. The universal soil loss equation was proposed in the 60s
(Ghosal & Bhattacharya, 2020). It has undergone a high number of modifications and
adjustments, but after a general proposition was framed it has been used to evaluate
the success of soil protective measures at global scale (Borrelli et al., 2017). Something
similar could happen with soil health. It could be an index that provide information of
how well we are acting today to prevent soil erosion tomorrow, and to adjust and fix
intermediate goals to keep soils capable of supporting the United Nations sustainable
development goals. In this sense, the development of a soil health index will convey
the proposition of more ambitious hypothesis that will prevent hunger (Keesstra, et
al., 2016).
3.5.3

Society

The framework we propose puts strong emphasis on the value of soils to society by
incorporating an element that focuses on soil perception. In our view, this is vital
in the agenda soil health going forward because it promotes societal engagement in
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what would normally be a scientific research endeavour. Soil serves different purpose
to society and its health has been included in one of the five missions for Horizon
Europe, the next phase of Horizon 2020 (EC, 2020). However, we argue that societal
appreciation is, currently, largely unknown and perhaps this is due to soil’s ”invisibility”
to society.
This approach will primarily develop a sense of societal awareness of the roles of
soils that is currently ignored or deemed unimportant by a large part of the population. Within the 17 Sustainable Development Goals adopted by the United Nations in
2015 (UN, 2015), the word ”soil” has only been mentioned 4 times within the whole
document. This is an example that highlights the degree of importance (or neglect)
that have been (unfairly) given to soils. It is somewhat ironic that society is concerned
with the quality of air in relation to environmental pollution and climate change even
though it is invisible. Soils, however ubiquitous and tangible they may be, have remained ”invisible” or extraneous to society in general. As a response to the UN SDG,
a collaboration of soil scientists have enumerated in detail the significance of soils in
realizing most of the SGDs because they believe in the intrinsic value that soil’s hold
for a future sustainable society (Keesstra et al., 2015). Similarly, we are convinced
about the essential role of soils and that engaging society in assessing soil health is the
key that will unlock future efforts in quantifying and improving the current methods
developed for soil health.
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Conclusions

”Make all soils healthy again” is the motto for the challenge that frames this proposal.
We have taken an approach that stimulates and emphasizes on the role that society
should have in preserving soils. Realizing that the lack of a strong societal awareness about the role that soil’s play in achieving social and environmental well-being,
we focused on developing a conceptual framework that can establish a better bridge
between research and society. We believe that raising awareness is facilitated when society is actively participating in environmental studies. Scientists are now more open
and aware that their science should be closer to society, yet most scientific frameworks
are still focused mostly on technical aspects. With iSQUAD we focus on how scientists,
decision makers and society can collaborate together in a soil assessment framework
to improve not only soil health information but also to increase societal perception of
soils’ inherent value.
In the context raised by the questions of this challenge, our framework defines
soil health as a dynamic status around which all soil functions articulate together
to support life on earth. The iSQUAD matrix was designed to make it possible to
integrate existing scientific frameworks and be easily read and understood by different
stakeholders (by using categorical values and 2 axis). This poses as an advantage as
it allows a fast and flexible implementation of the framework even at early stages. We
deem both these attributes fundamental to promote public discussion and identification
of strategic goals. Moreover, the use of a 2-axis matrix is seen as a good communication
tool with peers or different types of stakeholders due to the universal use of similar
frameworks.
Within the soil health realm, we can think of soils as patients whose health is
akin to the concept of medical health. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines
health as: ”a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity”. This expresses health is not only in terms of physical
well-being but also including the intangible social and mental health aspects. In this
regard, the aspects of soil health addressed within iSQUAD parallels the multi-faceted
nature of medical health. As a metaphor, soil quality can be compared to a patient’s
physical condition, while societal awareness of soil functions’ value can be compared
to a patient’s social and mental well-being.
The year 2020 started with a pandemic that has put health and medical field at the
forefront of all the institutional agenda worldwide. Although a long-term solution is
still to be developed and the world is still trying to adapt to a ”new normal” situation,
the pandemic has shown that collaboration between different sectors in society is vital
in mitigating and containing the spread of Covid19 virus. For soil health, iSQUAD
will be both a tool and a platform that will focus foremost on the collaboration of
different sectors of society. While we might be facing a serious medical pandemic,
other ”environmental pandemics” might already be on-going (e.g. worldwide land
degradation) and require urgent action. Realizing the urgency of addressing the issue
of soil health requires raising societal awareness of soil’s inherent value.
European Commission has a societal responsibility and the power to boast strategic
research and innovation that focuses on improving citizens’ lives. We see that scientists
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have been only focusing on their field of expertise and recent efforts to focus on societal
impact of their research is not always welcomed or finds structural barriers. We think
that creating and stimulating more flexible and interdisciplinary frameworks is key to
step in the right direction to have a bigger societal impact. Our proposal was designed
as well considering this vision as it relies more on communication and interdisciplinary,
rather than further developing already existing frameworks or proposing new ones.
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